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Abstract
The multi-view depth can be utilized in virtual view synthesis for free viewpoint video (FVV)/free
viewpoint television (FTV) and view synthesis prediction (VSP) for multi-view video coding.
However, only ‘Breakdancers’ has a depth among the current test sequences. This document
introduces the depth generation scheme and virtual view synthesis using depth data. An
analysis of virtual view synthesis and its relationship to depth coding and preprocessing is also
reported.

1. Introduction
Recently, the depth is in the spotlight as alternatives for 3DTV and FTV/FTV with multi-view
video [1]-[3]. Nevertheless, the importance of study for depth is not recognized as much as
multi-view video. The multi-view video is directly obtained from multiple cameras in general,
while the multi-view depth artificially calculated from multi-view video. Surely, the depth camera
already exists but its price is too expensive and it still has some limitations to represent real
depth. Thus, artificial multi-view depth generation is an importation issue. This document
introduces multi-view depth generation and rendering results under various conditions. The
depth generation is a segment-based approach and uses the 3D warping technique. However,
there are remaining problems such as inaccurate object segment and low temporal correlation.
This works are still on going. The experiments on depth demonstrate that down-sampling is not
good and median filtering can give a benefit to depth coding.
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2. Depth Map Generation
2.1 Image Segmentation
In this proposal, we utilize the segment-based depth estimation scheme. The segment-based
approaches assume that all pixels in one segment have the same depth value. Therefore, the
better segmentation results guarantee the better depth results. In this document, we employ
‘Mean Shift Image Segmentation’ scheme in [4]. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the segmented images
for ‘Akko&Kayo’ and ‘Rena’. ‘Mean Shift’ algorithm shows the more stable results compared to
‘Graph-based mage Segmentation’ scheme [5].

Fig. 1 Segmented Image for ‘Akko&Kayo’ (view 27)

Fig. 2 Segmented Image for ‘Rena’ (view 50)

2.2 Depth Estimation
After the image segmentation, we conduct depth estimation for each segment. We directly
obtain the depth data using 3D warping technique. To generate the depth image for the center
view, both left and right views are considered simultaneously. The most well-known matching
functions are SD (Squared intensity Difference) and AD (Absolute intensity Difference). Since
these functions are not robust to illumination/color changes, we add the absolute gradient
difference term to existing AD. Fig. 3 shows the final depth images for ‘Akko&Kayo’ view 27 and
‘Rena’ view 50.
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Fig. 3 Final Depth Images (left: ‘Akko&Kayo’ view 27, right: ‘Rena’ view 50)

3. Virtual View Synthesis
We can generate the virtual view by using multi-view video and its depth. The depth video is
simple but its value is more important compared to conventional video data. The followings are
two experiments for depth map coding and virtual view synthesis.

3.1 Down-sampling and View Synthesis
We make experiments on down-sampling for depth. We compare the quality of the synthesized
image using the encoded original depth and down-sampled/up-sampled depth with the same
bit-rate. For experiments, first ten frames of ‘Breakdancers’ view 0 and view 2 are used and we
use JM12.4 and IPPP structure. Table 1 shows the bit-rate comparison. We intentionally adjust
the bit-rate for down-sampled depth with the bit-rate for encoded original depth. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5
show the synthesized images at high bit-rate and low bit-rate, respectively. As shown in figures,
the synthesized image using down-sampled/up-sampled depth is worse than the synthesized
image using encoded original depth at the same bit-rate. Since down-sampling affects the
edges which are important for view synthesis, down-sampling is not a good method for depth
coding.
Table 1. Bit-rate Comparison (Breakdancers: view 0 and view 2)
[bits, (QP)]
View 0
View 1
Original
Down-sampling
Original
Down-sampling
1,089,564 (22)
590,460 (27)
306,132 (32)
161,640 (37)

(a) encoded original depth

1,011,084 (13)
580,164 (18)
291,576 (24)
158,940 (29)

(b) original depth

969,444 (22)
530,928 (27)
280,872 (32)
144,720 (37)

925,392 (13)
521,832 (18)
260,952 (24)
142,560 (29)

(c) down-sampled/up-sampled depth

Fig. 4 Synthesized Images at high bit-rate
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(a) encoded original depth

(b) original depth

(c) down-sampled/up-sampled depth

Fig. 5 Synthesized Images at low bit-rate

3.2 Median Filtering and View Synthesis
We make experiments on median filtering for depth. To check the benefit of median filtering, we
compare the quality of the synthesized image using original depth and median-filtered depth in
Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the original depth and median-filtered depth. In addition, we compare the
bit-rates in Table 2. The test conditions are the same as above. The quality of the synthesized
image using median-filtered depth is quite similar to the original result, while we can save the
bit-rate using median filtering.
Table 2. Bit-rate Comparison (Breakdancers: view 0)
QP
22
27
32
37

Original
969,444
530,928
280,872
144,720

Median filter (7x7)
776,592
447,012
246,888
136,044

[bits, (QP)]
Bit Saving (%)
19.89
15.81
12.10
5.60

Fig. 6 Synthesized Images (left: from original depth, right: from 7x7 median-filtered depth)

Fig. 7 Depth Comparison (left: original depth, right: 7x7 median-filtered depth)
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4. Conclusion
In this document, multi-view depth generation and rendering results under various conditions
were reported. The image segmentation and 3D warping techniques were used for depth
generation. However, there are remaining problems such as inaccurate object segment and low
temporal correlation. This works are still on going. The experiments on depth map demonstrated
that down-sampling is not good and median filtering can give a benefit to depth coding.
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